GOVERNMENT TO PREPARE DATABASE OF QUALIFIED RESERVED CATEGORIES

Panaji, January 8, 2018

Pausa 18, 1939

The Government under the Directorate of Higher Education has initiated to prepare a database of all qualified reserved categories. Also, a database of reserved categories candidates who are not qualified at this stage but aspire to take on their career in teaching at higher education level needs to be created.

It has been noticed that due to non-availability of suitable qualified candidates in respective reserved categories for OBC/SC/ST/PH many post of lecturer are lying vacant. And at the same time there are many qualified candidates in reserved categories who are without regular employment since post of their respective subject are kept open for General category. So there is clear mismatch between available reserved candidates in respective reserved categories and subject wise post which are reserved base on roster points.

In order to gather the desired information, a questionnaire is being circulated and made available at all Colleges/Institutions/University in the State to be filled in the prescribed format by the OBC/SC/ST/PH candidates aspiring to become college lectures. The last date to submit the same is January 31, 2018 and can be submitted to any of the Colleges/Universities in Goa or can be directly posted or hand delivered at the Directorate of Higher Education, Porvorim-Goa. The questionnaire can also be downloaded at www.dhe.goa.gov.in. and submitted at the Directorates Office at Porvorim.